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MASONRY- BASIC

Accreditation No. 9133

Length of Course: 36 weeks

Time Block: 2 hours daily

COURSE _DESCRIPTION

Organized subject_matter and practical experiences designed to
prepare students for entry level skills in the masonry trade.
This course includes skill training in the following areas:

a. masonry occupations

b. tools and equipment

c. classif-cations of brick & block

d. mortar mixing

laying brick & block

f. estimating

g. building pilasters, steps, co ers, and arches

iji



MASONRY BASIC

#9133

Syllabus of Terminal Performance Objecti

1.0 Orientation & Shop Procedures

2.0 Related Occupations

3.0 History of Bricklaying

4.0 Safety

5.0 Tools and Equipment

6.0 V.1 C.A.

7.0 Classifying Brick

8.0 Classifying Concrete Block

9.0 Mixing Mortar

10.0 Masonry Terms

11.0 Spreading Mortar

1 .0 Buttering Brick & Block

13.0 Cleaning Masonry Work

14.0 Laying to the Line

15.0 Estimating Brick and Block

16.0 Pilasters

17.0 Door & Windov, Openings

18.0 Step Construction

19.0 Bonds

20.0 Corner Leads

21.0 Piers

22.0 Arches

iv



ACCREDITATION

COURSE TrmE:

TERMINAL PEILVOFMANCE,
OELFMTIVE NO.1.0

BASIC

()RI= AT ION AND PROCEDURES

The basi_ masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of shop
procedures and management as evidenced by his ability te score at
last 80 on a written test.

rmsdiate Performance Objectives

1.1 Given a list of ten responsibilit-
ies six of whieh are studentres-
ponsibilities and the remaining-
teacher responsibilities, the
learner will correctly identify
those which are student responsibi
lities.

1.2 The learner will list in writing
four duties of the Teel Clerk with
100 accuracy.

Given a list-of fIve shop function
three of which are functions of the
Shp Foreman, the learner will
identify those which are not duties
of the Shop Foreman with 100%
accuracy.

No.

1#

Criterion Measures

From the list below, ei cle
those statements which
deseribe_student respensibil-
itiess--

1. Clean tools
2. Check roll
3. Mix mertar in groups
4, Outline firedrill proced-

ures
5. ProVide Suitable work-

clothes
6. Report all accidents
70 Schedule breaks
8, Assign Tool Zlerks
9. Clean mortar mixer daily
100 Stack block and brick

away from wrking area.

1,2 in the space provided, write
four duties of the toil clerk

From the list below, circle
the .statements which do
not describe 2 funetion of
the Shop Freman.

1. Report to instructs
Students who fail to clea
working MA*
Deport to instructor
Students who fail to use
safe work practiees;



ACCREDITATION N

COURSE M1E:

T&FININAL PERFO1INCE1
OBJECTM NO ...1.1,Lcont t d

Ato

1.2.LEUZATIOLaZKIEDURES

1 3

1 4 ttven a list of four alternatives,
the learner will correctly identify
in writing or orally the most
appropriate one for fire drill
procedure:

1*5 x
_he learner will correctly list in
leriting four functions of the stud
ent record folder.

.4

en

t tools and
equipment.

4. Replase displaced tools.
5. Make sure working areas

are clean.

Of the four alternatives,
seleet the one which is most
appropriate for fire drills:

undedhen Alarm ig so
s _

1. COntinue tie work Antil
teacher gives the e.k.

2. Store tools before moving
to safe area*
Stop Work and walk to Safe
area.

4. Step work and run te sat.
area.

1,5 briefly list four functions
of the student re erd folder;

1.

2_

3.

4*



ACCREDITATI -ER 9133

COURSE TITLE: Masonry - B 'IC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO._1.0 Cont'd. ORIENTATION AND PROCEEURIS

PERFOINANCE OBJECTIVES CRITERION

Given two lists, one of management terms
and one of definitions, the learner will
correctly match 80% of the terms.

9

1.6 Match the two lists below:

1. Record folder
2. Performance Objectives

---3. Fire Alarm
Break time

5. Dressing out
---6. Two-hour block
---7. Tool Clerk

8. Shop Foreman
---9. Stored in tool room

10. Project sheet

a. Pass out and collect tools
b. Trowel, level, hammer
c. Report all accidents immediately
d. States what is to be done and how

well
e. Explains what is to be done in

detail
f. Check rool each day
g. Changing into work clothes
h. Time stUdents are in class
i. Inform teacher of pending danger
j. Rest period
k. Students will leave shop area.



ACCRJITATION NUMBER _9133

COURSE TITLE: Maso BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.2A REIM!) OCCUPATIONS

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of the iarious

related occupations as evidenced by a score of at least 80% on a written te,st.

N

2.1

2.2

IAIT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The basic masonry student will correctly
list eight of ten related occupations.

The basic masonry student will match the
job classification with related information
without error.

10

CRITERION MEASURES

Ust the ten related occupations:

1.

2.

3.

4.
5,

6.

7*
8,

9.
0.

.2 Match the two lists below.
50,000 needed nationally
In little demand today
the newest addition to occupations
lowest paid of all occupations

A. Welders
B. Bricklayer
C. Cleaner, pointer, and caulker
D. Plasterer.



ACCREDITATION NUMB R 9133

TITLE: Maso BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 3.0 HISTORY OF BRICKLAYING

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of the history

of bricklaying by scoring at least 79% on a written test.

INTERMFJJ LATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTFVES

The basic masonry student will identify the
three products used to make brick and the
three methods used to manufacture brick.

The learner will identify orally or in
writing four of six known facts relative to
the history of bricklaying.

2

Name the three products formed through
the geological ages which are used to
manufacture brick.

1.

2.

3.

List the three methods used to
manufacture brick.

4.

5.
6.

1. What is the oldest manufacture
building material known today?

2. It is claimed that the bricklay
organization was formed
years ago.
What was the size of brick produced
in ancient tir ?

Brick manufact_ ed by machines came
into being during what period in
histerY?
In what year was the first patent
on a brickmaking machine issued.

In what year was the Bricklayers,
Masons and Plasterers Internation
Union organized?



ACCREDITATION NUMBER _91

TITLE: Masonry _BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 4.0 SAFETY

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of safe work
practices as evidenced by a score of 80% on a written test, and by 8_ proficiency
in safety practices during all job assignments in the masonry course.

NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES ITERION

The learner will identify from a list of
clothing7 those which are to be worn in the
shop.

The student will identify arniniimm of five
hazards involved in the bricklaying
occupation.

The student will demonstrate desi able
safety behavior on each assignment as
evidenced by a score of a least 8 points
on a 10 point rating scale concerning
safety.

RATING SCALE ATTACHED)

12

4.2

4.2

4.3

Circle the items which should be
worr in the shop:

1. straw hat
2. boots or thick sole shoes
3. coverralls
4. mask
5. flare bottom trousers

List at least five hazards involved
in the bricklaying occupation:

1.

4.

5.

You will be graded on safety on each
job assignment during this course.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 911

CURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. _3.0.

Masonry 7_BASI0

TCCILS AND E ImENT

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of the tools and
equipment used in the oc2upation as evidenced by a score o On a written test.

The learner will identify the basic tools
used in the masonry trade when given the
names in one list and the descriptions in
another list with 8 accuracy.

1 3

CRITERION

Match the two columns below:

brick trowel
brick set
plumb bob
brick hammer
framing square
jointer
mortar hoe
l--- evel
cold chisel
tool bag
line block
building line
pocket rule
brick saw

a. used for forming the outside edge
of the mortar joints between the bricka.
b. used to lay brick walls plumb and

level.
c. a flat triangular shaped blade

tooled with a rounded point and an
offset handle.
d. used to obtain a vertical line.
e. used to obtain 900 angles4
f. a measuring device.
g. used to hold building line to wall.
h. used to make closures and bats.
i. used to cut brick when more exact
surfaces are required.
J. used for trimming, cutting holes
and for operations requiring a smaller
tool than the bolster.
k. used to hold the various small..
tools used by the bricklayer.
1. a power tool used to cut brick.
m. a guide to lay brick straight,
level and plumb with the corners.
n. used to mix mortar



RAT NG SCALE

SAFETY

Observes rules concerning attire 2

Observes rlea relatIve t power machInes 2

ves rules when using to_ls 2

Observes rules when han&ing m-
and equipment

acts immediately to impending danger 2

1 4

.mTL,

10



ACCREDITATI

COURSE TITLE:masc3ASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 5.0 TCOLS AND EQUIPMENT

INTIMEDIATE PERPOWANCE OBJECTIVES ITERION

.2

5

The learner will identify twelve of the
basic tools used in the occupation in
writing without error.

The learner will list the criteria used in
selecting a trowel in writing in orally
without error.

5.3

Identify each of the twelve tools in
the diagram without error. (Attached

List five cri eria used in selecting
a trowel.

1.



BASIC MA ONRY

N.
student

he line provided, wrlt. the name of the tool o- aid pl.atured belotts

10.

2. 3.

6.

12.

T!.



ACCREDITATION NUER 9133

COURSE TITLE: Masonry - BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 5.0 IMENT

INTERMEDIAll PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

5.4

5.5

The learner will demonstrate his skill
in cleaning tools and equipment as evidenced
by a score of ten points on a rating scale
concerning the proper care of tools.

The student will demonstrate skill in
cutting a brick and concrete block to a
specified size using correct tools with
accuracy according to the following rating
scale:

17

CRITERION NEASURES

5.4 Demonstrate skill in cle
five of the following:

1. trowel
2. level
3. jointer
4. mortar hoe
5. mortar mixer
6. mortar box
7. wheelbarrow
S. mortar board

RATING SCALE

any

Demonstrate skill in cleaning the
following:

name

__me

name

name

2

2

2

2

10



ACCREDITATION NUMEER 9

CCURSE TITLE : Maso_ BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 5.0 EQUIPMENT

LATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

RATING SCALE:

ION NEASURE

The students will be graded from the
following point assignment:

1. Measurement (deduction of 5 points for
every 1/16 off) 20

2. Selection of proper tools and correct

3.
4.

use of tools . . . . . . 50

condition of finished product . . . 20

Safety measures 10

18

5.5 Select the proper tools, follow the
proper safety rules and cut to size
as follows:

1 common brick to 6"long.

1 concrete block to 13"long.



AC ITATI0N NUMBER 9131

COURSE TITLE* _MasOnry BASIC

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 6.0 VICA

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of the Vocational

Industrial Club of America as evidenced by his ability to score 8G on a written

test.

6.1

6.2

iTL PERFORMANCE OBJECTTVES

The student will list at least five programs
sponsored by VICA for student enrichment.

The student will list the entering criteria
and the phases of competition sponsored
each year by VICA without error.

The student will list at least two projec
which can be sponsored by a local VICA
organization. Success will be determine
with the use of the following 100 point
rating scale:

RATING SCALE

S udent will be grades according to the
following point assignment:

1. Uniqueness. . # . 40
2. Cooperation 30

3. Ju e ent (a ma ure assessme
* ..20

4. AccomplishS'bic. . 20

-r07--

1 9

6.1

6.2

IT ION MEASURES

List five programs sponsored by VICA
for student enrichment:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

List the phases of competition and a
criteria for entering each phase:



6.4

ACCREDITATION NUMBER 913

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMANCT
OBJECTIVE NO. 6.0_

NTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECT IVES

VICA

CRITERION MEASURES

The student will demonstrate affective be
havior for VICA as evidenced by a score of
70 an a 100 point rating scale as follows:

RATIft SCALE
Students will be graded according to the
following poidt scale:

le Joined VICA voluntarily. . . 20

2. Held office. . eeeeee Wee* 10

3. Worked om committees. 0 . . .10

4. Interacted favorably with members. 20

5. Cooporation. Nee ea **elle e20

6. Convinced others to join. .20

100

2 0

6.3

6.4

List two projects which can be sponsore
by a local VICA organization.

A5 a VICA club member your behavior
in club activities will be graded by
the instructor.



ACCREDITATION h 9133_

CWRSE TITLE: BASLC

TERVINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 7i.0 Lying Brick

.:The basic masonr' student will demonstrate his knowledge of Various brick
-used in the trod* so that when given a list et tho Oix and characteristics
-of -10 brick and their,use in constructicn, each student will corroctly writ-
the name of'the brick with at least 80% accara0Y

Intermediate Performance Objectives No. Criterion Measures

701 When given the namcAaf six brick, th4701
learner will briefly describe at
least five in writing er orallY

2 1

Briefly describe the follow-
ing brick:

l Common bricku

2. Pressed brick:

ed brick:

40 Fire brick:

Paving brick:

6. Face brick:



ACCREDITATION NLJMB 9133

CCU --TITLE:

TERKINAL PMFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE M. ) cor: a (Zassi Etrick

°mediate PerfoMance Objectives No. Crite _n Measures

on tho name and elassification
vs txiak, the larnr will write
he dimension of at least four with-
t arrears

7 .2 Writ. th size
classified:

ash b- ak-

14." thickness

Nam

1. YO Norwe

2. )Jambe Closure

3 Pambe UtilitY

d dpth)

size

bed d P_

Name Size

/0 6" Nerwegian

thiekness (bed depth

_MO Size

3.) 8" Jumbo



ACCREDITATION h

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PWORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.7,0 cont'd.

sic

Intermediate Performance Objectives

ClasiLftng Brick

Criterion Measures

two list, en* of the cIossific
.n of brick and one of deaoript-

in, the Student will correctly metal'
75% of the terms.

Given ths name of three brick, the
student Will write a brief deaeript.
len of Caen brick in terms f color,
tiOire and Size Withollt rror.

23

7.3 Match the tom list below:

ommin brick
.:7...face brick_
fire brick
paving brick

A. extremely hard, uaually
annealed or vitfified.

_

Mad* f slay r Shale end:,
hav notarial surface.

C. Made escurately t 01
and finished rough r
smooth.

D. Made from a mixture of
flint clay and plastic+
clay. White mixed with
brown.

Write a brief descrtption f
the folloWing briok. inel de
*ler, torture and Size:

1. HAMAD brisk

2; Norman briek

3. Engineer's brick



AccREDITATION NUMBER 9133_

TrFLE:

PERFcRI1ANGE
B.o Classifyizg Goner-

ic masonry student will demonetrni%e his knowle

u.and Use of concrete block used in the trade with

Intermediate Performance Objectives No. Criterion Measures

Fria the drawings of ix concrete
black th stwdent will write the
name.and"dimensions of at least
five'Withowt errr.

2 4

Identify the d_leroto block
below ocierd ng te nameand:
size:
1,



ACCRITATIOr

COURSE TITLE:

TMMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. IS .0 _ d

- Basic

8,2

ermediate Performance Objectives

Phi studnt will correctly match
oonorote block when given the

IIAMOS in'one list and the descript-
ion in another list.

8,2

erion Measures

Match the tw columns below.

Duble corner
Lintel block
Partition bloOk
Solid eap

A. Used fr construction
reinforced block beaus,

150 ã4T1WèIiiatretthg
fionbearing partition
walls.

C;, WWI primarily as a fate--
unit in framing floor

ists in a masonry wall.
D. Demign.d for visein los.

ing Aire or pilaSters.



ACCRETITATION NUMBER913.1_

TIT

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
ozarrIVE NO. 9.0 Mixing Mortar

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knoweldge of the specifications, proper

mix and types of moratr by achieving a score of 80% on a written examination and will

demonstrate his skill in mixing mortar to the correct texture for a 2:6 lime-sand mix.

IATE 0 IVES

9,2

Given the mortar specification number, the
learner will write the category with 100%

accuracy.

Given a list of the five types of mortar
proportions by Volume for portland cement-

lime mortars and the proportion of portland
-dethriet, tha-StUdent-wilI-wite-in the
proportion of lime and sand with
accuracy.

2 6

9.1

9,2

I ION MEASURES

Write the catagbry for the ASTM
specification below:

1. C 270

Write the proportion of lime and sand
for each of the types listed below:

Type Portland Lime Send
cement

1



9.

994

=IMITATION h _ 9133

COUR.5E TITLE:

TERMINAL PEVOIMUCE
OBJECTIW O. 9 ciont'de

rmediate Performance Objectives

sicBa

Ten a list of the fomr types of 9.
masonry clement mortar and tho prpor
ion of pertland cement and masonry
:ement, the stmdent will_write-in th
ropertienef sand with 80 ase4raey

Given the proper tools and materials the

learner will mix mortar to the correct
proportion and texture for shop use usii

a 6 limasand m.ix as determined by"a 1

BC

Criterion Measures

Write the proportion of kand -
for aoh of the types listed
beloW:

srt _land
moment

99.

1

1

1

3=1JMM

Tm,7iIMM

N and 0; no pertland oement
needed.

Mix a batohonorara
correct proporttotramd
texture for shep us
Use a ftf, lime somimix.

be graded a=
sc e:

19 Sole
2. Proc
3.
4.
5. sai

o the

tools 10

. .20
25

oduct 25
e 0 020

2 7



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 91

CJRSE TITLEi aso sic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTrVE NO. 10.0 Masonry Terms

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his ability to communicate effect

using terms common to the masonry trade by defining 36 of 40 given masonry terms.

1

OINANCE OBJECTIVE

The s udent will demonstrate his knowle
of masonry terms as evidenced by his abilir
ability to define in writing or orally nine
of ten given terms without error.

MEASURES

The student will demonstrate his knowledge
of masonry terms as evidenced by his
ability to define in writing or orally nine
of ten given terms without error.

10. The student will demonstrate his knowledge
of masonry terms as evidenced by his
ability to define in writing or orally nine
.of ten given terms without error.

0.2

10.3

e Inc e

1. Bat
2. Header

3. Stretcher
4. Bed joint
5. Head joint
6. Bond
7. Buttering
8. Kiln
9. Rowlock course
10. Soldier course

ne the followi

1. Common bond
2. Stretcher bond

3. English bond
4. Flemish bond
5. Dutch bond
6. Herringnone
7. Basket weave
8. Pilaster
9. Story pole

10. glish Cross bond

1. Pier
2. Blind header

3. Bull nose
4. Boll stretcher
5. Brick veneer
6. Wall tie
7. Closer
8. Rise

9. Tread
10. Pointing



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9133_

COURSE T

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 10.0 conttd . aso Terms

LATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

10.4 The student will demonstrate his knowledge
of masonry terms as evidenced by his ability
to define in writing or orally nine of ten
given terms without error.

2 9

10.4

ITERION

Define the following terms:

1. Belt course
2. Breaking joint
3. Batterboard
4. Scaffold
5. Coping
6. Foundation wAll
7. Gothic Arch
8. Roman Arch
9. Flat Arch
10. Clipped Header



ACCREDITATIc2 NIMER 9133 _

COOT= TIME:

TERMINAL PERFOFNANCE:
OBJECTIVE NO. 11.Q

Basic

Spreading_Mortaz_

The-basic masonry student will demonstrate skill in spreading mortar se
that when giver' the proper tels and materials, he will; (1) spread mortar
the length offour concrete block and (2) spread mortar the length of four
common brick with 90% accuracy as determined by a 100 point rating seale.

1

dia_ Performance Obje

tudent will demonstrate skill
n handling the trowel with 90%
proficiencY as determined with the
se of a 100 point rating seals._

tudents will be graded according
t the following point scale:

1. Knowledge of assignment 20

2. Attitude toward
asSignment...................20

AOCIArDOY OOOO 0.9.00099000400:050

4. Safety OOOOOOOOO 000 10

4141 student will demonstrate skill
in picking up mortar with the trow
with 90% proficiency as d,itermined
with the use of a 100 point ratinghale
Students will be graded 'ocordir
the t.11ewin plaint seals:

1Knowledge or asstgnrn.nt........20
2.Attituds toward assignment 20
3. Acours07 .0050
4, Safety 10

3 0

Criterion Measures

Handle the trowel deinonst ating
the following as criteria:

1. Grip for picking up mortar
from beard.

2. Grip for sprouting mortar
on concrete neck.

3. Grip ter spreading mortar
en commn brick.

4. Grip for buttering block.
5. Grip for buttering brick

'Using a preselected trwel,
pick up mrtSr-frm beard
at least five times'



ACCUDITATION NIMBER 9133

COURSE TITLE:

TKUCENAL PERFOENANCE:
OBSECTIVE 9d,

Intermediate Peri,rmance Objectives

1103 he student will demonstrate the
technique of spreading mortar with
90% proficiency as determined with
the use of a 100 point rating seal

Students will be graded according
t the following point soale:

1. Knowledge of assignment.......20

2. Attitude toward assignment...020

3. Accuracy a 000 a o a oo * 0 U * 50

4* 5afetyaf****** * *********.****010

31

sic

Criterion Measures

Align four concrete block'
and four common brick and
demonstrate technique of
spreading mortar with the vno
of a trowel and mortar.



ACCREDITATI

COURSE TITLE:

9

onry - Basic

TERITOML PERFOR4AOME4
OBJECTIVE NO, 12.0 Buttering Brick and block

The basis masonry student will demonstrate skill
concrete block so thnt when given the proper tool
butter brick and concrete block with at least 80
With the use of a 100 point rating scale.

diate orman e Ob A.vo

in buttering brick and
s and materials, he will
proficiency as determined

Criterion Measures

12.1 The learner will demonstrate skill 12. Properly grip a minimum of
in handling brick to be buttered five briok t be buttered.
with at least 90% proficiency as
determined by a 1-00 point rating
scale.

12,2

12,

12.4

Xhe learner will demonstrate skill
_

iin handling concrete block to be
buttered with at least 90% proficie-
ncy as determined by a 100 point rat
ing scale.

Properly handle a
tweconcrete block
buttered.

tnim
be

Tho learner will demonstra _ _kill i 12.3 Pr perly grip brick fr
in handling brick and trowel with bu_tering and swoop mortar
mortar simultaneously with at least in came performanoe.
90% proficiency as determined by a
100,point rating scale.

The learner will demonstrate skill 12.4 Properly handle block for
in handling block and trowel with buttering and seoop mortar
mortar simultaneously with at least in same performance.
90% proficiency.

Students will be graded frm the
following point assignment:

Xhowledge of assignment. 20
2 Attitude toward assign:nen _ 20

Aeouraey......., 50
4, Safoty.............04,..10

3 2



ACCREDITATION

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORKMICE:
OBJECTIVE NO. 13 0 0

Masonr Ba5ic

eaning Muse-
_

The basic masonry student will demonstrate-his knowledge of the
and materials used to clean brick as evidenced by a Score of 80
written teat and score at 1e;7.st 80% on a performance test.

rk

ethods
on a

ermediate Perfor ance Objective

The learner will correctly identify
n Writing or orally, three metheds
f keeping brick clean while laYing
with 100 _ccuracy.

13.2 The learner will identify from a
ilSt of five solutions the apprp-
riqt. one to use for cleaning bri

Ct terion Measures

List thrne methods of keop7
ing brick clean while laying:

10

From the list of solUtIonS
lidted beloW, circle the one
Which is appropriate to use
for cleaning brick:

1. Mkriatic aotd soluti_

Alcohol solution

3. Household detergent

4. Wrochloric acid

5 Chlorine-water :Plant_



ACCREDITATION NUMBER

COURSE TITLE:

TERMLNAL PERFOFNANCE:
OBJECTIVE NO 13.0

No

Baaic

Work

e_

The learner will list in proper
order the ten steps to follow when
cleaning briek weIl with 1004

accuracy.

1 the order in which theist
must occur, list the ten
steps to follow when cleat-
ing a brick wall:

1.

5.

6.



ACCREDITATION

COURSE TITLE:

91

asic

TERNDIAL FERFoRmANCz
OBJECTIVE NO.1 3 n Cont 2d. ork

he learner will demonstrate sk II
in cleaning brickwork se that when
given the p*oper materials, he will
eon an eight course red brick wal-
section with RO% pmflaiency.

Students will be graded se ording
to the follwing point scale:

Knwledge of assignment....25

Attitude toward
aseignment 10

Accuraey 50

4. Safety 15

100

Select the proper cleaning
solution and equipment then
clean an eight course red brick
wall nection.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER _91

COURSE TITLE: Masonry Basic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 14.0 LAying to the Ilne

The basic masonry student will demonstrate skill in laying to the line so that when given
the proper tools and materials, he will lay six or more brick to the line and four concrete
block to the line with at least accuracy as determined with the use of a 100 point
rating scale.

INTERIEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBTECTWES ITERION

14.1

14.2

The learner will demonstrate his knowledge
of the building line by correctly answering
four of six essay questions.

The learner will demonstrate skill in
tying grade line to line block with 90%
proficiency as determined with the use
of a 100 point rating scale.

1. Knowledge of assignment 25
2. Attitude toward assignment 10

3. Accuracy 50

4. ,Safety 15

100

4

2

Answer the following questions:

1. How long should the wall be be
the line is needed?

2. Of what material is the mason's
line made?

3. Why is it made of a special
kind of material?

4. What causes a line to sag on
the wall?

5. When s ould the line be disturbed

6. What is meant by "crowding the
line?

Tie a grade line to line block.



ACGRITAT I

TITLE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 14.0 _LayinA to the Lane_

LATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The student will demonstrate skill in
raising grade line with at least
proficiency as determined by rating scale
used for IPO 14.2.

The student will demonstrate his knowledge
of a twig by correctly answering 3 of 4
questions orally or in writing.

The student will demonstrate his knowledge
of joints used in masonry work as
evidenced by his ability to identify five
joints in a diagram without error.

3 7

14.3

14.3

14.5

CRITERION MEASURES

Raise the grade line accurately
for the next course.

efly answer the following ouestionc

What is the purpose of a twig?

2. What does the twig consist of?

3.
the twi-

What does the man do who carries.

4. What determined the number of
twigs a wall will have?

Identify the joints below by writing
the name of each below the joint.



AOCRED TATION NUMBER_ 9133_

COURSE TITLE: Masonry _Bas c

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. __14.0_ to the Line

NTERKEDIAIE PERFORMANCE OBJE WES ION

14 The student will demonstrate his ability
to strike each of the five joints in a
masonry wAll with 90% accuracy. This will
be determined with the use of a 100 point
rating scale:

Knowledge of assigrinent 10
Attitude toward assignmriet 05
Selection of tools 40
Accuracy 40
Safety 05

100

3 8

14.6 Strike one each of the following
five joint finishes:

1. Concave
2, Flush

3, Raked
4. Bead
5. Weather



ACCREDITATION NUMBER

couRsE TITLE:_it;i,=ruzL Beni

TERM NAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.c .11_ Estimating Brick and Block

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his ability to use given measuring tools to

within a 1/16" tolerance, will demonstrate his knowledge of basic of basic mathematics

scoring 82% on written tests, and will estimate with 8 accuracy the number of brick

and block needed to construct a given size masonry wall.

15. The learner will demonstrate his knowledge
of the 12" ruler by correctly measuri
four of five given lines within 1 16
inch.

The learner will demonstrate his knowledge
of the 6, mason's ruler by correctly
measuring four of five objects to within
1/16 inch.

15 The learner will demonstrate his knowledge
ot the 501 meaSuring tape by correctly
measuring three or four objects to within
1/16 inch.

-

3 9

5.1

15.2

ITER

Measure the lines below and write
results above the line:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

You are to select five objects either
in the classroom or in the shop area
and measure each object using the
61 mason's ruler.

Record object measured and dimension
in either length, width, or height.

You are to select four objects in the
shop area and measure each using the
50, measuring tape.

Record objects measured and the
dimension of each in length.

*Students are to work in pairs*.



ACCREDITATION NUKBER 9133_

COME TIME:

TERMINAL PERFORNANCEJ
OBJECTIVE NO. 154 Cent 'd

_mks

Estimatirig_ Br ickaleck

5,4 The learner will demonstrate h
knowledge in reading meawaring
instraments by oorreotly reading
and rewording ight given mesSurea
With 100% aeomraoy.

reading a given
measure record your
answer on the appropriate

4 0



ACCREDITATION

COURSE TIME:

TERMINAL PMFORMANC
OBJECTIVE NO. 15.0

9133

'd,

Aggenry Ic

"stiatg Brisk and block

-ediate Perfrmanco Objectives

6-

15.5 4,he student will demonstrate his
knowlidge of oporations with whole
numberS by correctly answering sae'
4f 2 questions en a giVon diagram
in Writing.

4 1

ind thO dimeriSion of A and
B in the diagram belting:

B. =



COURSE TITLE

TERMINAL PEUOMANCE1
OBJECTIVE NO. 1 ff Con td. BTick stnd Block

r*.diat. Performance Objeet Criterion Measure

Vile learner w 11 demonstrate his
knowledge of peratins with commit
fractions aS eitidenoed by a Boers
80 on a written teat.

the questions below
using fig. A and B as a
--femme:

g.
ind the sm of the sheded

region ih Fig. A and B.

ans.
SIbtraet the unshaded tog-
loni in fig. B from the
anShaded region in fig. A.

ans.
Find the sum of the unShad.
ed region in fig. A and B.

----*nm. -
4, Pind the preduot of the

shaded region in fig. A
and tho unshaded region in
fig. B.

mina;
many 1/8 unite *r

_re in three 1/4" unit

4 2
fang.'



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9131

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE1

OBJECTIVE NO.15.0_ Con yd.

Performance Objec

Nstsitnrv_z--_ Basic

Etimtin, _Bric,k sand Block

Nero Criterion Measure

15.7 The student will dem nstrato his
knowledge of a r.a m.agure _as
evidenced by a score of 75% on st.
written test.

4 3

5.7 Answer questions 1-4 using
the figure below as a
references

-go A

What is the area of the
rectangle in figo A?

2. Hew many reotangise 16*
long are there in-the
le th .f the rectangle
fi A?

ans.
Hew many rectngL.
aro there in the--.1
in fig. A?

ans.
I. Row many rectangles 8"x16*

aro there in the entire
rectangle shown in fig. A?

ans.



ACCREDITATION NUMR gi33

COURSE TIME:__dtgm
Eazy,

TERMINAL PaRFORMANCE:-
OBJECTIVE NO. 119 Q Cent 'd . 4 s_l_tARAUtgArja.,A_Jind Block

NO. Int.rmediat. Perf.rmane. Objectives

15*8 When given a diagram of a prpsed
masonry wall, the student will
errectly estimate the munber f
brick and block in the wall with
80% smear 0Y.

4,4

15. Angwer the otestins below
using the diagram in fig.
ad rference:

Hew many 6" Nerwglark
brick are there in the
wall shown in fig. B?

an

2. H. many 8-x8"x16" cone.:
rote block are there in
the Wall?

sins:
Hw many 4" commn brick
are there in the wall?

ens:



TION

TITLE: aso Bas c

16.0 Mesta s

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of pilasters as evidenced by
his ability to score at least on a written test and to perform with at least 9C proficien

on a performance test.

.
16 1 The learner will correctly identify 16.1

orally or in writing four types of pilasters
pilasters- two of which are used in brick
walls andtwo of which are used in concrete
walls.

The learner will correctly describe in
writing or orally the method used to con
truct concrete pilasters in masonry walls.

Given the proper materials, the learner
will lay out dry, a four course pilaster
in a 4" brick wall and a four course
pilaster in an 8" concrete block wall
with at least 90% proficiency as determi

with a 100 point rating scale.

RATING SCALE

1, Knowledge of assignment. . 25

2. Attitude toward assignment. 10

3. AccuracY. 0 00000 .00 0. 050

J. Safety. 00.00 ..... 15

4 5

6.2

16,3

IdentIfy four
the following
1. Two which

(4", 8" 12t!

2. Two inch
block wm1)s

3.

types of pilasters using
criteria:
are used in brick walls;

etc.)

are used in concrete
8" x 8", 8"x24" etc.

Decsribe the method used in construct
concrete pilasters in masonry walls.
Include the following:
1. method and materials used to
reinforce.
2. method and materials used to form.

3. method-and-materials-used_to pour.

4. footing specifications

Using dry materials, lay oot a
course pilasticin an 8" concr
block wall and a '4" brick wall
respectively.

our



A TION NUMBER 9133

COURSE TITLE: Maso

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
ORIECTIVE NO. 16.0 Pilasters

LATE PERFORtIANCE_ OBJECTIVES

Given the proper materials and four pro ect
sheets of different type pilasters, the
student will select one ttpe and construct
it in a four wall section with at least 8
proficiency as determined bya 100 point
rating scale:

NO. CRITERION MEASURES

1. Knowledge of assignment 30

2. Attitude toward assignment. * 05

3. Accuracy 50

4. Safety measures. * . 15

16.4 Select a type of pilaster and construe
it in a four wall section.



ACCREDITATICV

COURSE TIME:

TERMINAL PERFOR1ANCE2'
OBJECTIVE N0,17.0

n

end Window Open

-Thetasic_masenry student will demo strate his knowledg of door and
)windoweenstruotion and his ability to lay øt and plumb door and windw
,penings as-evidenced by a 'core or 80% en a written test and perform
ilth at least 90% proficiency on a performance test.

,

7 1

7,2

manes Obje tives Ns. Criterion Meadures

The learner will identify the three
principal parts of the winds*, fro
a_list of ten.terms associated wi h
windows and define aeh with 100%
acouraey.

Given a liet of eight masonry terms,
the student will identify four Whic
*re a part of window construction.

47

7.1 From the list below, identify
the three prinoipal part* dif
the uasenry window and defilie
*oohs

1, Plastsx
Almon
Read
DriP
Stop
Jamb
Sill
Steel
Bead
Ground

2,
4.
5.
60
70
80
9.

100

1.

2.

17. Ft m the terms listed below,
oirolo wYi±eh are related
to winds,* oonstruotions

1. pre-oast lintel
2. flat iron
3. soldier ourso
4. herringbone
5. rewlook curse
6. furring
7. jam block
8. stool red



TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJTCTIVE NO. 3.3,Q

17.5

9133

LATE PE2FO14ANCE OBJECTIVES

Door & Wi

.Given the.diagram of a four wall concrete
block structure, the student will lay two
windows and two doors to bond with masonry
with 1 accuracy.

Given the proper tools and materials the
learner will lay out and plumb four
courses of a window jamb in a brick and
a block wnll with 80% proficiency as
determine by a 100 point rating scale.

1. Knowledge of assignment
2. Attitude toward assignment

30 Accuracy
40 Safety measures

30
05
50
15

Given the proper tools and materials the
learner will lay out and plumb four course
of a door jamb in a brick and a block wail
with 80% proficiency as determined by a 100
point rating scale.

1. Knowledge of assignment 30

2. Attitude toward assignment 05

30 Accuracy 50

4. Safety measures 15

4 8

17.3

17.4

17,5

Lay out two windows'and two doors to -
bond with masonry in &four wall
concrete block structure.

Lay out and plumb four courses of a
window jamb in a concrete block and
brick wall respectively.

1. Knowledge of assignment* . .

30

Attitude toward assignme
05

Accuracy, . 50

4. Safety measures, 0,0 . .15

Lay out and plumb four courses of a
door jamb in a concrete block and
brick wall respeCtively.



0
0

0
0
0

Concrete Block Structure

181.8" x 30'-6'

Answer q1e8tions on following pAge

5 0



USE RED LEAD PENCIL

Mark-off door and window on wall A:

a. door-3'-100
,b. window- 3'-4"

M k-off door and two windows on wall C:

a, door -3f-0"
b. windows-21-8"

Mark-off window on wall D:

Window



ACCREDITATION NUMBER_MZ__

COURSE TIME:

TERMINAL PERFO1IANCE4'
OBJECTIVE NO, 18.0

Masonr- - Basic

Step Oonstruction

-sic masonry student will dmonstrate his knowledge of step const
_d his skill in eonstruoting steps by sooring at least 80% en a
=In test and by performing with sit least 80% proficiency on a
manes tst.

Intermediate erion Me

en the diagram of a-
:ep, the larner will

basic parts of the
ified dimension of
accuracy.

two-rise
identify the
step and the
each with

8.1 On
the pa
spocif

diagtaMbe name
s indicated and the
d dimension:

name



ACCREDITATION NUMBER _9133_

TITLE: Maso sic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

CTIVES

Given eight questions relative to step
onstruction, the learner will correctly

answer six orally or in writing.

Step Constructio

18.2

CRITERION NEAMRES

Briefly answer the following questione

1. What is the function of treads?

2. What are tus?

3. For effective construction, what
should be the relationship between
the rise and tread?

4. What does the width of steps
depend upon?

5 What is-the-minimum reqjii
width of steps?

6. Briefly explain why steps should
be supported by a concrete base
or footing:



ACCRKDITATION

COURSE TITLE:

TERMINAL PERFORMANCK
OBJECTIVE NO6-1.13...0- Cent la e _S1.2.11 Qonattin

18.3

ant erumdiat e Forfar n Ob

%Ten the diagram of the proposed
lecation of a set of steps and the
preper dimensions, the learner will
correctly determine the length of
the steps and the number of rises
with 100 aceuracy.

ttsrion m.a gum a

Frem the diagram bolo*,
determine the lengen of the
stps and the nmmber et'
required OtepS:8" x 12".

5 4

Number of t ps:

Length of steps s



1.4

ACCREDTATION NIJ4BER 9133

COURSE TITLE: mas21117 - Basic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO.

Given the proper tools and materials the
learner will demonstrate skill by con-
structing a rowlock course in a two-foot
length-straight, level and plumb with 80%
proficiency as determined by a 100 point
rating scale.nATING SCALE

1. Knowledge of assignment 20

2. Atttiude toward assignment 10

3. Safety Practices 10

4. Straielt 10

5. Lev l 10

6. Plumb 10

Cleanliess

7 Working Area 10

S. Job or àject 10

9. Tools 10

Given the proper tools and materials the
learner will construct two-rise, eight mib
steps with at least 80% proficiency as
determined with the use of a 100 point
rating scale.

5 5

18.4

18.5

8tep Construction

Construct a rowlock course in a two
foot length straight level and plumb.

RATING SCALE

1. Knowledge of assignment
20

2. Attitude toward
assignment. . .

I : 1110:

3. SafetyPrac

4. Straight. .

5.

6,

8.

9.

Level. * * 10

Plumb 10

Cleanliness

Working Area 10

Job or Project. .. . 1C

Tools& . ,1C

Construct a two rise step, eight

inches inheight.



ACCRED _TION ER 91

COURSE TITLE: MasonrY - Basic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 19.0 Bonds

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of bonds and will demonstrate
skill in constructing different bonds by scoring at least 80% on a written test and

performing with at least proficiency on a performance test.

19. Given a list of the definitions of various 19.1

bonds and the names of different bonds, the
learner will correctly match the names with
definitions with accuracy.

19.

19.3

Given the proper tools and materials the
learner will lay out dry two given bonds in
a four course brick wall with at least 80%
proficiency as determined by a 100 point rating
rating scale:

19,2

1. Knowledge of assignment 30

2. Attitude toward assignment 05

3. Accuracy 50

4. Safety 15

Given the proper materials and a detailed pr 19.3

project sheet, the learner will lay the
Common bond in a four course brick wall witr,
at least 80% proficiency determined with the
use of al00 point rating scale.

5 6

Match the two list below:

1. Bricks in all courses are
laid as stretchers.
Bricks in all courses are
laid as headers.
Every fifth or sixth course
are headers and the intervening
courses are stretcher ciurses.

4. Produced by alternating a cours
of stretchers with a course
of headers.

A.

B.
C.

D.
E.

5, Laid using three-quarter and
half closures together with
raular headers and stretches,

Dutch Bond
Common Bond
Header Bond
Old English Bond
Header Bond

Using dry brick, lay out two given
bonds in a four course brick wall.

Construct a four course brick wall
using the Common bond.



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 9133

COURSE TITLE: Masa Basic

TERM NAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 19.0 Bonds

INTERMEDIATE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES CRITERION MEASURES

19 Given the proper materials and a detailed
project sheet, the learner will lay the

sh bond in a four course brick wall
with at least 80% proficiency determined

with the use of a 100 point rating scale.

Given the proper materials and a detailed
project sheet, the learner will lay the
Dutch bond in a four course brick wall
with at least 80% proficiency as determine

with the use of a 100 point rating scale.

(RATING SCALE ATTACHED)

19 Given the proper materiels a dt ailed

project sheet, the learer will lay a
basket weave pattern with at least 8

proficiency as determined with the use of

a 100 point rating scale.

1.

4.

Knowledge of assignment 30

Attitude toward assignment. 05

Accuracy. . . . . . .. 50

Safety Practic-s 15

19. Given the proper materials and a detailed
project sheet, the learner will lay a
basket weave pattern with at least 8
proficiency as determined with ths use of
a 100 point rating scale.

r

19.4

19.5

19.6

19.7

Construct a four course brick wall
using the English bond.

Construct a four course brick wall
using the Dutch bond.

Construct a two foot length of a 11
wall laying a soldier course:

Lay a basket weave pattern, tieing
detailed pro ect sheet.



ACCRED I TAT ION

COURSE TITLE: Masoar asic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 19.0 Bonds

NTERMEDIATE PERFO14ANCE OBJECTIVES

19.8 Given the proper materials a four square
foot area and a detailed project, the
learner will layout dry, the Herringbone
pattern with at least 80% accuracy as
determined with the use of a 100 point
rating scale.

5 8

CRITERION MEASJRE

19.8 Using dry brick, layout the Herringbon
pattern in a four square foot area.



RATING SCALE

1. Knowledge ef Assignment..........20

2. Attitude toward assignment 10

ty prooticeS 10

ACCURACY

Straight... . 10

Lovel..... e . *poem 10

Mbewriell e

Neatnesselea_____ne

-king Area..w.,..10

5 9



ACCREDITATION NU'$ER 9133_

CCURSE

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTrVE NO. 20.0 Corner Leads

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of corner leads and will
demonstrate skill in constructing corner leads by scoring at least 8 on a written test
and by performing with at least 9 proficiency on a performance test.

lATE PERFO OBJECTWES

1 Given a list of the three methods used to
layout corners, the student will correctly
explain two of the three methods orally
or in writing.

Given the proposed height of a foundation
wall and the type of block end/or block
to be used, the student will determine the
nuMber of courses required of each type
to reach the building line with 75% ace

20.1

20.2

CRITERION

Briefly describe the three methods
used for laying out corners -Listed
below:

1. With lay out square:

2. With surveyor's instrument:

3. 6-8-10 method:

A foundation wall is to be 2'-8 high.
Write the number of courses required
of each type brick or block listed
below to reach the buikding line:

1. 8" x 8" x 16" conc. block.

2. 601 6015*

2. 6" Norwe _an brick

i.
4" Red common

8115.

4. 4" x 8" x 16" Ashley.



20. 3

ACCREIITATION NUER 9133_

COURSE TITLE: Maso-- - Basic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTNE NO. 20.0

Given the proper materials, the learner
will constructan eight-course 4" brick
lead in common bond with 90% proficiency.
Success will be determined with the use of
a 100 point rating scale.

20.4 Given the proper materials, the learner
will constructan four-course 8" block
lead with 90% proficiency. Success will
be determined with the use of a 100 point
rating scale.

20. 5 Given the proper materials, the learner
will constructan eight-course brick lead
in English bond with 90% proficiency.
Success will be determined with the use of
a 100 point rating scale.

20.6 Given the proper materials, the learner
will construct a five-course 12 inch
brick lead in Common bond with 9
proficiency. Success will be determined
with the use of a 100 point rating scale.

20.7 Given the proper materials, the learner
will constructan eight-course 4" Ashley
block lead with 90% accuracy. Success
will be determined with the use of a 100
point rating scale.

6 1

20.3

20.4

20.5

20.6

20.7

Corner Leads__

Construct an eight-course 4" brick
lead common bond.

Construct a four-course, 8" block
lead.

Construct an eight-course brick
lead in English bond.

Construct a five course 12" brick
lead in Common bond.

Construct an eight-course 4"
Ashley block lead.



RATING_SCALE

KNOWLEDGE OF ASSIGNMENT.... .. . ..20
irma

ATTITUDE TOWARD ASSIGNMENT..........10
mmwmaw----

SAFETY PRACTICES . . 10

CLEARLINESSNATNESS

WORKING AREA.... .10

JOB OR PROJECT 10

TOOLS.. . * OOOOOO 0 OOOO 00000060 10

6 2

ACCURACY

........... 410

LEVEL, 0* 0 a a USUS 0 ***ONO 10
WM111111E10011.11, 1L

PLUMB. 10a



AECREDITAT ER 9133_

COURSE TITLE: Maso Basic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 21 0 Fiers

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of masonry piers
demonstrate skill in constructing piers by scoring at least 80% on a writ
by performing with ar least proficiency on a performance test.

and will
en test and

NTERIEMATE_ PERFORMANCE OBJECT rvEs_

The learner will demonstrate his knowledge
of the classification of piers by correct
lying answerng each of three questions on
a written test.

Given the proper materials, the learner
will layout dry, four courses of a 12" x 12
solid pier and four courses of a 16" x 16"
hollow brick pier with 80% proficiency as
determined with the use of a rating scale.

1. Knowledge of assignment 30
2. Attitude toward assignment 05

3. AccurL r 50

4. SafeL, Practices 15

2

212

CRITERION MEASURES

Answer the following questions:

Piers soy be classified:

1 With respect to construction, as

a,
b,

2. With respect to location, as

a.

b.

With respect to shape, as

a.

b.

Using dry brick, layout four courses
of 12" x 12" solid brick pier and fou:
courses of a 16" x 16" hollow brick
pier



ACCREDITATION NUMBER 2133_

CURSE Basic

TERIEDIAL PERFORMANCE
WWI= NO.:21,0 Co 'd.

No. Intermediate Performance Objectives -n Measures

21.3 Given the diagram of the prposed
height f * 12" x 12" brick pier
and the type brick to be used, the
learner will determine the number
of courses of brick needed with
100% accuracy.

6 4

21. 3 Ueirig the diagram SS a
-nee, answer the fell --

questions.

EisW many courses of 4"
nerwogian brick mearturing
3-5/8 x 21.:3/4 x 11-5/8
ate required In the
diagram above?



.CCREDI

COURSE TITLE: Masonry Basic

TERMINAL PERFO
OBJECTIVE NO. 21.0 con d ers

TE P 0

2

21 5

OBJECTIVES ION

4 Given the proper tools and materials the
student will prepare a story pole for a
ven pier with 1 accuracy.

21.6

217

21E

Given the proper materials, the student
will construct an 8" x 8" solid brick pier
Of 4" red common with 90% accuracy as
determined with the use of a rating scale.

Given the proper materials, the student
will construct a 12" x 12" hollow brick
pier with 90% accuracy as determined with
the use of a rating scale.

Given the proper materials, the student
will construct a 16" x 20" hollow brick

er with 90% accuracy as determined with
the use of a rating scale.

Given the proper materials, the student
will construct a 12" x 16" hollow brick
ier with 90% accuracy as determined with
he use a 100 point rating scale.

21.4

21.5

21.6

21.7

218

Prepare a story pole usi
following criteria:

1. 40 courses of 4" nerw
measuring
3-5/8 x 2-3/4 x 11-5/8.

the

2. Allow for i" mortar joint.

brick

Construct an 8" x 8" solid brick pier
of 4" red common brick.

Const et a 12" x 12" hollow brick
pier.

Construct a 16" x 20" hollow brick
pier.

Consti c 12" x 16" hollow brick

pier,



ACCRECITATION NUER 9131

COURSE TITLE: sic

TERMINAL PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE NO. 22 0 Arches

The basic masonry student will demonstrate his knowledge of arches and his skill in
constructing arches by scoring at least 75% on a written test and performing with at
least _ accuracy on a performance test.

TE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

.1

22.2

22.

CRITERION MEASURES

The learner will identify in writing five
of the seven known arche

Given the diagram of a Segmental Arch, the
learner will correctly identify in writing
each of the six known parts.

Given the proper tools, materials and a
detailed project sheet, the learner will
construct the Segmental Arch with at least

proficiency as determined with the use
of a 100 point rating scale.

22.1 In the space provided, write the names
of the seven known arches:

22.2

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Dia amed Attached.

Construct the Segmental Arch as
diagramed.



DATE:

BASIC MA Or Y

NAME
student

Write the name of the six p9rts of the arch below in the blank space
proVided:

A.

D.

SEaMENTAL ARCH


